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Sermon – Proverbs 1:20-33 – 16th after Pentecost – September 12, 2021 

 

Street Corner preacher in 2012: His line: “it’s all good.  We’re all here preaching the gospel.” 

 

I want to talk today about that first reading from proverbs. 

A proverb is an almost pithy statement expressing some truth in a striking way which is easy to 

remember. Most of the book of proverbs are instructions given by a scholar (or possibly 

father) to a student (or son) on how to lead a moral life, with proper respect for God. Life 

involves choices: it is important that one be informed, trained and persuaded to make the 

right ones. The objective of life is attainment of wisdom.  The opposite of being wise is being a 

fool; "fools despise wisdom and instruction." 

 

It is here where I need to do a bit of teaching about Holy Wisdom and Wisdom literature.  If 

you know this then I offer it as a refresher course!  And it is a basic, simple understanding. 

The Bible is divided into different types of literature.  For example, when we go to a 

bookstore we may be looking for a do-it yourself manual or a book of history or a fictional 

mystery novel.  The bible is somewhat similar in that different books fall under different 

categories (letters, pastoral letters, gospels, prophets, poetry, history etc…) 

Our reading from the proverbs falls under a category called “wisdom literature.”  And its role 

or function is really twofold.   One, wisdom literature is believed to have been written by 

people who were wise and therefore had “wisdom” to share and two, wisdom literature was 

to be read or heard so that we might become wise (if we heed the words!) 

 

Wisdom literature cannot be confused with the personification of Holy Wisdom; even though 

those who write wisdom literature often write about Holy Wisdom.   

 

Perhaps the Hebrew words will help:  Mashal is a close word to what we understand as wisdom 

literature.  Ruah is a word close to Holy Wisdom. 
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Holy Wisdom is the absolute first part of creation. 

In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without form, and 

void; and darkness was on the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God was hovering over the 

face of the waters. 

For Ruah, the Wisdom to hover over the face of the waters it had to have been created 

beforehand.  

The word used for Spirit/wind/wisdom in the old testament (Ruah) is a feminine word.  

 

When we get to our reading today from the book of proverbs it begins with “wisdom cries out 

in the street; in the squares she raises her voice.”  The words of wisdom, coming from Holy 

Wisdom are words coming from a feminine perspective. 

 

So what does wisdom say today in our reading. The striking figure of Wisdom is doing her 

utmost to communicate to God’s people.  She goes to the city gates, busy corners, and town 

squares where the judges and teachers gather. There she calls them, and the young men 

whom they teach, to follow her as the path to knowledge. What audacity this woman has to 

go and summon followers where normally only men of authority have the right to speak! She 

speaks with the authority of God or one of God’s prophets and denounces those who reject 

her wisdom.  

 

Many ignore her and continue on the path of foolishness which, says God’s wisdom, is not 

needed to live long or well. Wisdom knows that those who ignore her advice will eventually 

trip themselves up. Their waywardness and complacency, she says, will cause their own 

downfall. Her warning to those who turn away from her is that she will turn away from them 

in time of trouble.  
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So why does her warning go unheeded? Perhaps they do not see the wisdom she offers. 

Perhaps the woman Wisdom is not the one through whom they expect God to speak. 

 

So, I believe the question we need to ask ourselves today then is, how long will it be before 

Wisdom’s call will be answered? The failure to heed the call of wisdom has important 

consequences. That the call is found in the first chapter of Proverbs should serve as a warning. 

Ignore Wisdom to your own detriment. So, wake up. Look around. Pay attention. Give heed to 

knowledge. Don’t bury your head in the sand. Wisdom has taken her place in the streets, on 

the street corners, crying out at anyone who will listen and heed her warnings.  Perhaps like 

the preacher who stands and the corner and shouts at the passersby, we ignore her words.  

 

You know, it would have been easy to ignore the sidewalk preacher. We scoff at the message 

and the messenger, and yet perhaps there is a word that needs to be heard. We live at a time 

when people are uncertain about the future. We are skeptical of our world leaders and 

politicians. We don’t trust them.  Only time will tell, but are we listening to Wisdom’s counsel? 

Or are we simply wandering around in a daze? 

 

What should we make of this Wisdom Word? As I ponder this word from Wisdom herself, 

there are many situations that come to mind of whether or not we are making decisions based 

on listening to and hearing wisdom. It’s how I feel when my hairdresser says she doesn’t want 

to get her second shot because some people have reactions and she’d rather deal with COVID.  

Where is the wisdom?  Having lived through the past couple of years where records of hottest 

& driest summers keep getting beat, I’m ready to heed the warning that climate change is at 

work. Destructive hurricanes, tornados that come from the warming of our oceans are more 

signs pointing to the reality that we are not listening.   This year’s fire season alone when the 

west of the Country and the northern part of our province were burning to the ground – the 

earth scorching….Why? Heat, drought. Climate.  We are growing complicit.  Of course, not 

everyone agrees with the science, nor, apparently, their eyes and ears. But Wisdom warns 
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us—ignorance is not bliss. We ignore the warnings at our peril. She tells us that if we give heed 

to her words, she will pour out her wisdom.  

 

Life is filled with choices. We get to choose everyday what our carbon footprint will be that 

day.  We get to choose to listen to those who have been blessed with the knowledge beyond 

our own.  We can heed the warnings, or we can ignore them. It is true that if we tune Wisdom 

out, Wisdom may cease calling out to us. Again, that is at our peril. We don’t want to wait until 

its too late to listen.  

 

As I think about hearing and heeding the voice of Wisdom I am reminded of a 

gentleman I knew, who when he spoke I would listen because his words often came from a 

place of deep consideration.  I “complemented” him at one point on his wise council and he 

kinda blushed and said he was an ordinary man who worked everyday and everyday after 

supper, after the evening news, would go to the basement to be alone and quiet for an hour 

or so.  He spent at least an hour each day listening for and to the Wisdom of God. 

Bishop Tutu – for me one of the holiest men in the world – has an assistant and his 

assistant was asked at one point “what does Tutu” do all day.  The response was “well, he 

prays and meditates for 4 hours.  Unless there is a crisis and then he meditates for 8 hours.” 

As we enter more deeply into wisdom, true wisdom, we discover how everything is connected, 

that somehow it all belongs together, that underneath distinctions and differences and 

disagreements, there is the reality of one creation and its one creator. 

Creator and creation are so close to one another that wisdom summons us to find God in 

whatever direction we look.  Wisdom calls out to us. Wisdom warns us of danger. Wisdom 

points us in the right direction. Our choice is whether or not we will heed the call? 


